THE LAW OFFICE OF ANGELA V. LANGLOTZ
A Professional Corporation
848 N. Rainbow Boulevard, Suite 3721
Las Vegas, Nevada 89107

September 30, 2019
Commissioner for Trademarks
P.O. Box 1451
Alexandria , VA 22313-1451
Transmitted via First Class mail and email to: fee.setting@uspto.gov;


TMFRNotices@uspto.gov; catherine.cain@uspto.gov

Re: Proposed fee to file Letters of Protest
To Whom It May Concern:
I write in support of the fee increase for those who wish to file Letters of Protest in
trademark matters. Those that wish to insert themselves into the trademark application
process ought to bear the administrative burden that ensues from their filings.
BACKGROUND
While I do agree that trademark examiners need to be better trained so that
improperly-used marks do not register, this issue has been largely resolved by the new
requirement that all Applicants retain a United States licensed attorney as trademark
counsel. Previous to this, many foreign attorneys - who either didn’t know the rules or
refused to follow them -- obtained improper trademark registrations based on
fraudulent specimens. They would then use these trademark registrations -- many of
which were improperly issued because the mark was being used in a “merely
ornamental” manner -- to harass and oppress other merchants on online platforms like
Etsy.com and Amazon.com.
Rogue registrants filed complaints against other merchants using the registered terms in
their ornamental designs, and threaten to get them banned from the platform. These
applicants were seriously abusing the USPTO system, and they were allowed to do so by
ill-trained Examiners who let these improper, merely ornamental trademarks issue. This
is the fault of the USPTO, for not properly training its own examiners in the rules, and
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not properly supervising them to ensure that merely ornamental trademark applications
are denied registration.
This abuse of the system spawned a collective will to fight back to combat these rogue
trademark registrants, who exploited the ignorance of online platforms like Etsy.com
and Amazon.com and weaponized this ignorance against their business competitors
who were using now-registered words as decorative elements. They formed a Facebook
group called Trademark Watch Dawgs (TWD) to file Letters of Protest against applicants
who filed frivolous trademarks. While their original purpose was well-meaning, and I
tried to help the group for a time, they turned on me when I undertook representation
of several members of the group who wanted to register trademarks for their
print-on-demand brands to combat the common occurrence of stealing Amazon listings
for their merchandise and other rogue behavior.
Many in the TWD group are actively involved in “scraping” Amazon listings; that is,
finding items that sell well, and then copying the listing or the merchandise itself, and
stealing the market from the original creator of the idea. To prevent this theft, Amazon
creators have begun to brand their merchandise. Of course, this eats into profits for
members of the group who wish to engage in this type of theft. So TWD members began
filing Letters of Protest in order to stop not just those naugthy trademark applicants
who abuse the system, but any
  trademark applicant who is using a common word in
their brand -- which can sometimes be allowable, and sometimes not, depending on the
goods; the problem is that the people in the TWD group don't’ know the difference.
COORDINATED FILING OF LETTERS OF PROTEST
Recently, the USPTO may have experienced an increase in the number of Letters of
Protest being filed against certain trademark applications, especially in international
classes 009, 021, and 025. The recent uptick in the number of Letters of Protest is the
result of a coordinated effort of the members of a Facebook group called Trademark
Watch Dawgs, who have seemingly appointed themselves the “trademark police.” While
their purpose initially may have been noble, the group seems to have devolved into a
sort of “mob mentality” where they have decided to oppose the applications of anyone
who is applying for a trademark for their print-on-demand brand.
The “Trademark Watch Dawgs” group seem to be under the impression that any use of
a common word as a trademark is by definition “frivolous” and must be combated by a
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barrage of Letters of Protest opposing the trademark application. They keep a
spreadsheet in an online application called Airtable of trademarks that they deem
“frivolous,” and bombard the examining attorney with Letters of Protest against the
registration of the “frivolous” trademark. For more about this, please see the Appendix
accompanying this letter.
Members of the TWD group are engaged in a coordinated effort to file literally hundreds

of Letters of Protest (in one image in the Appendix, they claim to have filed over 1,000)
against any trademark applicant using a “common word” in any part of his mark. They
have a spreadsheet containing all such allegedly “frivolous” trademarks that is regularly
updated, and hold contests to see who can file the most Letters of Protest with the
trademark office. Currently, there is discussion underway within the group about
automating the process to file even more Letters of Protest to completely bog down the
trademark office and its system of examining trademarks. As more and more members
join the group, the USPTO can expect to receive even more Letter of Protest that they
must evaluate and process.
Members of the TWD group have even gone so far as to harass some of my clients,
posting their addresses and business names on social media so that the group can
subject my clients’ online stores to frivolous claims of copyright infringement and
trademark infringement, in an effort to get the store taken down from the online
platform...And all because my clients are diligent about protecting their trademark
rights.
TWD members Beverly Racine and Christina Sisson have targeted me and a few other
attorneys who they claim file “frivolous” trademarks. While I can’t speak for the other
attorneys targeted, I ensure that my clients are indeed using the trademarks properly
before I agree to file their applications. It’s important to file marks that are properly in
use, or, in the case of 1(b) filings, ensure that the mark is later being properly used in
commerce.
These “trademark vigilantes” are not in a position to know what makes a trademark
“frivolous,” as they have no legal training; they claim that any trademark using a
common word is, by their definition, “frivolous.” Using this misunderstanding of the
trademark rules (I note that the word “frivolous” doesn’t even exist vis-a-vis trademarks
in the Lanham Act) would completely prohibit the use of many suggestive and arbitrary
trademarks such as “Jaguar” for cars, “Apple” for computers, “Orange” for amplifiers
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and banking services, and “Box” for online storage services, just to name a few. They
don’t know the law, so they bombard the trademark office with Letters of Protest any
time that anyone applies to use a common word in a trademark for certain International
Classes, particularly in International Classes 009, 021, and 025, which are common
classes for print on demand items.
LETTERS OPPOSING THE PROPOSED FEE
The large number of letters that the USPTO has received protesting the proposed fee to
file Letters of Protest is the result of a coordinated effort of the members of a Facebook
group called Trademark Watch Dawgs (TWD). Far from being a sort of “grass roots”
protest against the fee, this is yet more “Astroturf” manufactured by the TWD group.
The TWD group has provided members with some “boilerplate” language (see the
Appendix) to use in their letters arguing against the imposition of a fee for those who
wish to insert themselves into the trademark process via the submission of a Letter of
Protest.
You’ll notice that many of the letters contain the same examples (“Dogs” seems to be a
favorite one) and the same ridiculous suggestion that a fee per Letter of Protest should
be levied against Applicants, purportedly so that these trademark vigilantes can further
burden the system and the trademark applicants at no cost to themselves.
They seem bent on overwhelming the system with letters against the proposed fee,
even as they are overwhelming the trademark examining process with their Letters of
Protest. One of the ringleaders of this group, Beverly Racine of Edgewood, WA, is
exhorting TWD members to ask their friends

 to write in to protest the proposed fee,
even though said “friends” are likely unaffected by anything happening at the USPTO.
Of the letters submitted as of September 28, 2019, 188 are from the Trademark Watch
Dawgs group. Of course they don’t want this fee; it will hinder their ability to continue
to bombard the USPTO with frivolous letters of protest and hinder the registration of
legitimate trademarks. The issuance of these trademarks will, in turn, hinder the ability
of group members to scrape and steal Amazon listings from legitimate business owners
who wish to protect their valuable brands from this type of online piracy.
COSTS SHOULD BE BORNE BY THOSE THAT USE THE TRADEMARK SYSTEM
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I believe that TWD and those who have legitimate business reasons to protest a
trademark would use their efforts more judiciously if a modest fee were imposed upon
those who wish to insert themselves into the trademark process. The proposed fee of
$100 seems like a modest enough amount to still be affordable, yet a deterrent to filing
several letters of protest for each application that a particular group deems “frivolous”
without really possessing the legal knowledge to make that evaluation. Those that wish
to use the system should bear the cost of their usage, and there is no reason to exempt
Letters of Protest from this principle.
Currently, it’s too easy for a group to get together, and make it appear as if a particular
application is widely viewed as an issue. I know that they have targeted me and other
attorneys for abuse via Letters of Protest (see Appendix) because the group does not
like who we represent. This sort of harassment is an abuse of the trademark process
that is just as egregious as the abuse of the trademark process to obtain registrations for
merely ornamental trademarks, and the USPTO should take steps to curb this sort of
abuse, just as it did with the new requirement that Applicants have US counsel.
The best way to curb the abuse of the Letter of Protest system is to implement the
modest fee that the USPTO has proposed. This will enable those who have a legitimate
concern to file Letters of Protest, and deter the filing of excessive and duplicate Letters
of Protest as a tool of harassment of trademark applicants who are properly availing
themselves of the Lanham Act to protect their brands. Insisting that those who wish to
use the resources of the USPTO pay a part of the administrative costs of their use is
simply the fair and logical thing to do, and I urge you to implement the proposed fee.
Sincerely,
THE LAW OFFICE OF
ANGELA V. LANGLOTZ, P.C.

Angela V. Langlotz
Attorney at Law
Enclosures
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Appendix
Link to the Trademark Watch Dawgs Group:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/TrademarkWatchDawgs
Link to the Trademark Watch Dawgs YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCt4vEIxQKYY7uKwTgQd1gIw
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A contest to see who can file the most Letters of Protest:
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Letters of Protest Contest Prizes:
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Letters of Protest Leader Board
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Targeting Lawyers
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Exhorting TWD Members to file more Letters of Protest
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Campaign To Protest The Imposition Of A Fee To File Letters Of Protest
Note: They claim to have filed more than 1,000 Letters of Protest thus far.
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Letter Templates to Protest the Proposed Letter of Protest Fee
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Still Trying to Get More Manufactured Letters in To Protest the Fee
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